For long noncoding transcripts, only those transcripts labeled with "lncRNA", "ncRNA", "antisense", "sense_intronic", "sense_overlapping", or "processed_transcript" were selected, and the same number of protein coding transcripts were randomly selected from the transcripts labeled with "ensemble:known", "flybase:known", or "wormbase:known". All of the transcripts were derived from the Ensembl database (release 82). were trained and tested by using the latest Weka 3, which is a data mining software in java. The time taken to calculated features of transcripts was not included in the training and testing time. lncScore 1 represents lncScore using the cutoff score with the best accuracy against the partiallength testing datasets, while lncScore 2 represents lncScore using the cutoff score with the best accuracy against the full-length testing datasets. Figure S1 . Processes of building the human training and testing datasets used in lncScore.
F represents full-length transcripts, and P represents partial-length transcripts. Figure S2 . Processes of building the mouse training and testing datasets used in lncScore.
F represents full-length transcripts, and P represents partial-length transcripts. The maximum AUC on each testing datasets was labeled with a larger dot. Figure S5 . Running time of lncScore with different threads
The total computing time of lncScore was measured on the human full-length testing dataset with four 3.30GHz Intel Xeon E5-4627 processors, 1 TB memory and Linux operating system.
